SPACE SAVING, SPACE CREATOR, SPACE MAKER, LOOKS AWESOME, FLEXIBLE, MULTIFUNCTIONAL, CONVERTIBLE, LUXURIOUS, EASY TO USE, EASY TO HANDLE, SAFE, AFFORDABLE, EASY TO MAINTAIN, LOWERS MAINTENANCE COST, LOVELY, SAVES COST OF ONE ROOM, FURISTIC, TRENDY
MODEL: VWBD101

CATEGORY: DOUBLE BED WITH SOFA / STUDY TABLE

PRICE –
MRP: 75,000

Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Double Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Double Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. 2 Seater Sofa / Study table
4. Book Rack

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL : HWB104

CATEGORY : TWIN BUNK BEDS

PRICE –
MRP : 65,000

Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. 2 Single Bed Wall Units
2. 6 inches Double Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. 1 Book Rack /cupboard

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL: VWBD103

CATEGORY: DOUBLE BED WITH MINI DINING TABLE + 4 CHAIRS

PRICE –
MRP: 100,000

Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Double Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Double Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. Mini Dining Table
4. 4 folding chairs
5. Glossy PU Finish

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL : HWB107
CATEGORY : HORIZONTAL SINGLE BED WITH SLIDING TV CABINET

PRICE –
MRP : 55,000

Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and
Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. 1 Single Horizontal Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Single Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. 2 Seater So
4. Book Rack

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
PRICE –
MRP : 75,000

Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Double Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Double Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. 1 Study Table Folding
4. 1 Chair

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL: CT108
CATEGORY: WALL UNIT WITH TABLE AND 2 CHAIRS

PRICE –
MRP: 10,000
Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. One wall unit as shown in the picture
2. 2 Folding chairs

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL : A7
CATEGORY : BUNK BEDS WITH SCRATCH BOARD

PRICE –
MRP : Rs. 75,000
Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Double Bed Wall Unit with a SCRATCH Board on top
2. 6 inches Double Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. 2 Cupboards

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL : A8

CATEGORY : DOUBLE BED WITH SOFA / STUDY TABLE

PRICE –
MRP : 75,000

Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Double Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Double Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. 1 Book Shelf on the bed
4. 1 Study Table as shown
5. 1 Chair

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL : A9
CATEGORY : VERTICAL SINGLE BED KIDS ROOM UNIT

PRICE –
MRP : 55,000
Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Single Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Single Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. Woodwork as shown
4. 1 Chair

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL : VWB105

CATEGORY : SINGLE BED WITH OFFICE ROOM

PRICE –
MRP : 60,000

Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Single Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Single Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. 1 Office Chair as shown in the picture
4. Wood work as shown in the picture

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL : CT108
CATEGORY : CENTRE TABLE / COFFEE TABLE WITH SLIDING LAPTOP BOARDS

PRICE –
MRP : 20,000
Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
AS SHOWN IN THE PICTURE

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL: HWB105
CATEGORY: SOFA WITH BUNK BEDS

PRICE –
MRP: 75,000
Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
AS SHOWN IN THE PICTURE ATTACHED

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
SINGLE / DOUBLE BED WITH LIBRARY UNIT

IDEAL FOR

LIVING ROOM
DRAWING ROOM
OFFICE CABIN
MODEL: VWB102

CATEGORY: DOUBLE BED / SINGLE BED WITH SLIDING LIBRARY UNIT

PRICE –
MRP: 55,000 / 75,000

Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Single / Double Bed Unit
2. 4 Panels sliding library unit

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
SINGLE / DOUBLE BED WITH SOFA AND BOOK RACK

IDEAL FOR LIVING ROOM, DRAWING ROOM, OFFICE CABIN
MODEL : VWBD101
CATEGORY : DOUBLE BED WITH SOFA / STUDY TABLE

PRICE –
MRP : 75,000

Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Double Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Double Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. 2 Seater Sofa / Study table
4. Book Rack

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
SINGLE / DOUBLE BED WITH LIBRARY UNIT + DINING TABLE + DRESSER UNIT

IDEAL FOR SMALL HOMES
MODEL : VWB106

CATEGORY : DOUBLE BED WITH DRESSER + DINING TABLE + LIBRARY + STORAGE

PRICE –
MRP : 75,000

Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Double Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Double Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. 2 Seater Sofa / Study table
4. Book Rack

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
SINGLE / DOUBLE BED
HORIZONTAL BED WITH STUDY TABLE

IDEAL FOR
LIVING ROOM
DRAWING ROOM
OFFICE CABIN
MODEL : HWB102
CATEGORY : DOUBLE BED WITH SOFA / STUDY TABLE

PRICE –
MRP : 50,000

Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Single Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Single Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. 1 Chair
4. Reading Table / Working Table

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
SINGLE / DOUBLE HORIZONTAL BED WITH LIBRARY UNIT

IDEAL FOR

LIVING ROOM
DRAWING ROOM
OFFICE CABIN
MODEL : HWB101

CATEGORY : SINGLE HORIZONTAL BED WITH LIBRARY UNIT

PRICE –
MRP : 55,000
Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Single Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Single Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. Woodwork as shown

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
CENTRE TABLE / COFFEE TABLE

IDEAL FOR

LIVING ROOM
DRAWING ROOM
OFFICE CABIN
MODEL: CT103

CATEGORY: CENTRE TABLE / COFFEE TABLE WITH 4 SLIDING POCKETS

PRICE –
MRP: 20,000

Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
As shown in the photographs

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
SINGLE / DOUBLE BED WITH MINI DINING TABLE

IDEAL FOR
LIVING ROOM
DRAWING ROOM
OFFICE CABIN
MODEL : VWB103

CATEGORY : SINGLE BED WITH MINI DINING TABLE

PRICE –
MRP : 45,000

Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Single Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Single Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. Mini Dining Table
4. 4 Chairs

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
SIDE CONSOLE WITH DINING / CONFERENCE ROOM TABLE

IDEAL FOR

LIVING ROOM
DRAWING ROOM
OFFICE CABIN
MODEL: CT101

CATEGORY: SIDE TABLE / CENTRE TABLE / STUDY TABLE / CONFERENCE / DINING TABLE

PRICE -
MRP: 20,000

Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS -
AS SHOWN

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
CENTRE TABLE / COFFEE TABLE

IDEAL FOR

LIVING ROOM
DRAWING ROOM
OFFICE CABIN
MODEL : CT106

CATEGORY : 360 DEGREE REVOLVING CENTRE TABLE

PRICE –
MRP : 20,000

Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
AS SHOWN

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL : A22

CATEGORY : CENTRE TABLE WITH CARDS PLAY TABLE / KIDS TABLE

PRICE –
MRP : 12,000

Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. AS SHOWN

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL: CT107
CATEGORY: CENTRE TABLE WITH LAPTOP TABLE

PRICE –
MRP: 15,000
Ex Gurgaon. Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
AS SHOWN

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL : A24
CATEGORY : DINING TABLE WITH MINI BILLIARDS TABLE

PRICE –
MRP : 25,000
Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
1. Double Bed Wall Unit
2. 6 inches Double Bed Sleep On Mattress
3. 2 Seater Sofa / Study table
4. Book Rack

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
MODEL : A25

CATEGORY : EXTENDABLE SIDE TABLE / MINI CONFERENCE / FULL CONFERENCE TABLE FOR 12 PEOPLE

PRICE –
MRP : 50,000

Ex Gurgaon.
Transportation and Taxes Extra

INCLUSIONS –
AS SHOWN

CONTACT US
Visit – www.lcove.com
Call – 098101 64060
Mail – info@lcove.com
SOLUTION FOR STUDIO

- 1 WALL DOUBLE BED + 1 BOOK SHELF + 1 STUDY TABLE COMBO
- 1 CENTRE TABLE WHICH BECOMES A DINING TABLE
- 2 SOFA + 2 CHAIRS
- COST = 2.25 LACS

OR ALTERNATIVELY

- 1 WALL DOUBLE BED + 1 BOOK SHELF + 1 2 SEATER SOFA COMBO
- 1 SIDE TABLE WHICH BECOMES A DINING TABLE
- 4 FOLDING CHAIRS
- COST = 2.00 LACS

(ALL FIGS IN INR AND EX GURGAON)
SOLUTION FOR 1 BHK

• 1 WALL DOUBLE BED + 1 BOOK SHELF + 1 STUDY TABLE COMBO FOR LIVING ROOM
• 1 WALL DOUBLE BED + 2 SEATER SOFA COMBO FOR BED ROOM
• 1 CENTRE TABLE WHICH BECOMES A DINING TABLE
• 2 SOFA + 4 CHAIRS
• COST = 3.00 LACS

OR ALTERNATIVELY

• 1 WALL DOUBLE BED + 2 SEATER SOFA COMBO FOR BED ROOM
• 1 SINGLE WALL BED WITH A SMALL DINING TABLE
• 4 FOLDING CHAIRS
• COST = 2.50 LACS

(ALL FIGS IN INR AND EX GURGAON)
SOLUTION FOR 2 BHK

• 1 WALL DOUBLE BED + 1 BOOK SHELF + 1 STUDY TABLE COMBO FOR BEDROOM CUM HOME OFFICE
• 1 WALL DOUBLE BED + 2 SEATER SOFA COMBO FOR LIVING ROOM
• 2 DOUBLE DECKER BEDS FOR KIDS ROOM
• 1 CENTRE TABLE WHICH BECOMES A DINING TABLE
• 2 SOFA + 4 FOLDING CHAIRS
• COST = 4.50 LACS